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ABSTRACT . e.

The booklet maintains that the key to meeting basic .

huiiilt needs is the participation of individuals and communities in
loca problem solving. Some of the most important achievements it w'

providing food, upgrading housing, improving hudan healtheband
tapping new energy sources, comes through local self -help projects. ,

Propon4nts of. local efforts at world problem solving point out that
national'and international efforts are too highly centralized to
encourage direct action by those 'Who are most affected. Ezanples of
.problolving achievements by, local tnitia4ve include private-plot\

1

in socialistv prefabricatedrefabricated housing in
indusi *al nations; solar heating in Chinese villages; and self
health care in industrial and Third World nations: Cooperation of-'
national international agencies With community organizations can
be effective.if they combine local initiative withong-term
financing for specific projects..Ezamples of successful cooperation
include the World Bank Urbanization Project (which provided $866
million to 15 developiip nations betieen 1972-77 fcl/housibg), and
the loCal development'project of the Inter - American Foundation (which
distributed $40 million between 1971-76 to Latin Aserican citizens
groups for'agricultuflekd housing improvements). The conclusion is
that local participati in,socitl reform offers individuals the 4.

' opportunity. to understand and develop 4dministrative and
Organizational skills'to deal with oth immediate andllong-term
needs. (Author/DB)
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he key to meeting-basic F roan needs is the participation of
individual's and communi_ieglin local problem solving. Some
of tile most important achievements in providing food, up-
grading housing, improving human health, and tapping s

new energy sources will come not through highly centralized national
and international efforts but through people doing more to help them-
selves. When those mdst affected by a problem assume the primary
responsibility for solving it, they gain the understanding and skill
to deal with the broader political and economic issues of their society.

'Many of the most successful efforts to solve global problems already
take ,pjace at the local level. in the United States, dome gardeners
stretch their food budgets by up to 10 percent; in sore socialist coun-

etries, private-plot agriculture provides one-quarter of many families'
irl'comes. Self-help housing saveg 'American homeowners one-
quarter to one-half on construction costs and in the developing
world, provides millions of homes. Self-health care cuts hospital
admissions in half for some chronic illnesses, while basic preventiv,e
health measures reduce the incidence of coronary heart disease and
cancer in industrial countries and. of dysentery and parasitic infections
in the Third World. SimEle housing design changes that adapt homes
to climate conditions rguce heating bills ky 50 percentArrindustrial
countries. Solar energy provides much of the power for Chinese vil-
lages. All these initiatives are decentralized and participatory. Their
successes are the pr&luct of dire5t action by individuals and com-
munities.'

* . .

People have always used individual initiative and local resources to
proyide for their basic needs. The difference today is that many of

The author wishes to that* Joe Etelden, John M Cohen, )orge Hardoy, Roger Hiclari,
Catherine Lerza, John F C Turner, andTarzie Vittachi for reviewik the manuscript
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these efforts are more. organized and successful than in the past.
They have begun to receive the financial and political support of gov-
ernments and international agencies frustrated by their own litany. of

LY" failures Nations have started to look to their own resources, trying
to become more self-reliant in'food and energy. Governmentshousing
and medical care programs are being decentralized to involve people
at the community or neighborhood level in the delivery services.
And individuals are becoming more ii%volved inNOrgani self-help
projects.

The ultimate success of'these efforts may depend on t rticipa-
tory nature of 'local problem solving. Individuals world on their
own, ,without the support of their community, will be lessuccessful
than people working cooperatively in small groups. When hose most

.'in need, participate. in defining their problems, in deciding ''bn -a solu-
tion, in carrying out what needs to be done, in distributing the bene-
fits of the solution, and in assessing their own work, the impact of
self -help 'multiplies Through cooperati4 self-help, individuals gain
a sense of competence and self-respect and they strengthen their ties ,
to t4ir community.2

Today's local responses to global roblems are' halting first steps ip.a.
reappraisal of how best to inhumanity's most pressing needs.
Such initiatives have, their own limitations. Many will fall short of
their immediate goals. Etit the fact that individuals and communities
work together on basic problems is. an accomplishment in itself.
Where people have begun to take an active role in shaping their
own destinies, especially .when these efforts are linked with broader
social reform, movements political and economic development has
flowered. The much discussed and little-achieved building of a more
eqditable global society is proceeding in lckalities Where people par-
ticipate in, rather than jt observe, the solving of their

many who oncle thought themselves victims of forces and
jproblems. In

,circumstances beydnd their control understand more fully the politi-
cal and economic dimensions of their lives. This participatory ap-
proach to meeting bask .human needs is proving that some o f t he
seemingly intractable problems of the twentieth century, are indeed:'
manageable

6
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"The building of a more equitable global
society is proceeding in localities where

people participate in, rather than just
observe, theasolving of their problems."

aim

Roofs Over Their Heads

The street sleepers. Of Calcutta and the destitutes living in the Paris
subway shock the sensitivitielt of people who, sleep in a bed each
night. In every society, however, these unfortunates-are the excep-
tion. Most.people, no matter hpw low their Incomes, find a way to
put iome sort of roof over their heads.

S This primal nesting urge may contain the seeds of a response to the
worldwide shortage of adequate housing. Population growth and
rising affluence have physically and financially, outstripped the abil- 4
ity of governments and private industry to.meet shelter needs. The
UniteckNationi estimates that the number of households will increase
44 percent between 1970 and 1985. In urban areas alonb, however, t

authorized construction= is 'expected to fall four to fiveitailhon hous-
ing units behind demand each year duffing that period. This housing
shortfall comes at a time when at least 800 million people are already
litg in badly built, badly equipped dwellings.'

Despite this widening gulf- between housing needs and availability,
current, housing patterns suggest ways to bridge this gap. Home-
ownership is rising in a number of industrial cotintnes. Functioning
communities built by the poor are springing up spontaneously in
Third World cities. As the cost of conventional housing climbs, the
middle classes everywhere have become interested in building and re-
habilitating their own homes, as the poor have always done. Recent
World Bank projects help families upgrade rather than replace even
the poorest existing housing. These initiatives sttggest that the solu-
tion to the housing problem v)ill requ'ire the participation of those
most affected by it. ,

.

Up until the mid-nineteenth century in Eufope and lforth 4merica,
and until quite recently, in Asia, Africa, and Latin Amer.ca, people

John Turner, 'a British proponent of,,self-help housing, estima they'

4.

built their homes themselves or t least supervised the co truction.
Jo
nearly two-thirds of all the housing ever built was constructed in this

', way. As social conditions'and costs changed, it became socially,ac-
5eptable and economically efficient, at least among the rich, to bug a

..."
, .
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home or to contract for its construction Social welfare policies that
evolved gave many governments the. role .of providing housing for

8 those unable to afford It on the free market 4

This dual teliance on the marketplace and on public housing to meet
shelter needs is no longer adequate. In both rich find poor natiorls,
the price of land for housing sites and the cost of materials, labor,
and energy in 'the construction industry are generiffly rising' faster
than other expenses World Bank data indicate that even the cheapest
existing housing units built by thi organized public or private sec-,
tors are too expensive for one-third to two-thirds of the people in
most developing rourepes.5

Vc

Housing costs are soaring in industrial countries In the United
States, the average price of a new house exceeded $54,000 in 1977
and home-prices were rising twice as fast as incomes In some parts of
the country, the desire fiz*,,a` new home was so great that lotteries were
held to choose between., tompeting buyers willing to pay almost any
price Financial barriers to .homeowning in Europe and japan are
even greater The value of apartments on the Ile St. Louis in t
center of Paris increased tenfold during the last decade. Houses g t
smaller and smaller in Tokyo as land'prices soar In Western nation ,

these rising housing costs will make it difficult for some people to
ever become homeowners 6 '

In the Soviet Union, despite what must be history's most extensive
goveinmental effort to supply low-cost housing, serioys shortages re-
piain.Although spiraling prices are not permitted in the controlled
Soviet economy, housing pressures are reflected in the lengthening
waiting lists for official housing and the open market in traded 'apart-
ments The'shortcomings of the Soviet. state-controlled housing
market highlight the growing realization everywhere that public
housing has failed to fulfill its promise. First seen as an orderly way
to hove people out of the squalor of deteriorating tenements, public
housing has often done no more than replace a horizontal slum with
a vertical ont

designed for4econbmic efficiency rather than aesthetics, public hous-
ing projects are too often sterile compounds without the jobs, stores,

8
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and cultural activities that could' make them livable, vibrant commun-
ities. Isolated in this way, public housing in countries all over the
world has fallen into a desperate morass of premature deterioration pi
and. vandalism. The Pruitt Igoe complex in St, Louis, Missouri was 7
demolished in 1972 because it was unlivableonly 20 years after the
development- won international architectural awards The Grands
Ensembles on the outskirts of Paris are stark masonry monuments
to the dreariness of French public housing. The historic' doivtitown *
centers of Moscow, Leningrad, and Kiev are now ringediwith Kockr
of huge, monotonous, government-built high-rise apartments, badly
constructed and devoid of supporting services

Yet experiments in public funding ° of urban ho mg for the poor
continue The United States Government was en eshed in the mid.-
seventieo in a project called Taino Towers in, ew York's Spanish
Harlem. Construction costs topped $60 million' Over the expected
40-year life of the project, these four 35-story towers will Fist the
government a total of $150 million for construction, upkeep, and in-
terest, and possibly an additional $35Q million in rent subsidiesall
to house 656 fa lies In addition to the exorbitant costs of Nis hous-
ing, efforts toprovide shops and jobs in the area have failed
miserably'

This, then, is the housing 4ilemma. Commercially constructed plivate
-homes are beyond the economic reach of more and .more people.
Public housing has proven too expensive for the government that
builds it and often unlivable for the poor who rent it. So where will
new housing come from? It may arise frqm the desire of both rich
and poor all over the world to bwi1 their own homes, even if they

,have to build them with their owri hands.

Private ownership of conventional dwellings is increasing in Many
countries. In the United States, nearly two out of three homes are
owner-occupied. In France, the homeownirvg portion of the popula-
tion has grown by nearly 50 percent in the last 15 years. A quarter
of urban homes and more thafi half of homes in the countryside in
the SoViet Union are privately owned. In Hungary, 63 percent of the
housing is private, in Yugo'slavia, over 70 percent. Even in China,
most peasants in rural areas own their own dwellings, only in cities,
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where a fifth of the population lives, are the majority of houses pro-
vided by thegovernment In almost every ration; public opinion sur-
veys show that more people would like to own their homes.,

I frica, Asia, and Latin America, data on homeownership, al-'
th ug ore sketchy, tell a similar story. In Mexico, two-thirds of
co ventional ,homes are owned by the occupantS; in India, 85 per-/
cent. In many communities, even the poorest of the poor own. theIr
sparse shelters, but not the land they are built on. Unfortunately, the
threat of being evicted can sap any incentive to improve their struc-
tures and offiets much of the advantage of homeownership.'

Governments and community' organizers have
N

begun to look toward
tfie 'desire, to control personal shelter as a fount of human resources.
The illegal occupation of vacant housing in London and the over-
nitht construction of shan 'towns in empty lot in Mexico City
show the willingness of peop o take the initiative in meeting their

..housing needs. Such self-help c channeled to meet the..) shelter
requNiments of-large numbers of people.

Self:help housing takes many different forms in the industrial world.
In the United States, it includes urban- homesteading and extensive
renovation and rehabilitation or'existing housing. It extends to the
resurgence of middle-class urban home buying and the sUbstantiali
amount 'of owner-built housing, In Europe, self-help includes what
the British call "gentrification' of historic_but decayed urban centers,
such as the Covent Garden and Islington a;eas of London. Rising
costs force many young West Germans to work weekends and, even-
ings adding interiors to the shells .of. their new homes, usingwhat
the Germans can "family powei" to provide housing. in Poland, the
government construction oi housing was abandoned altogether in
1976 in favor of reliance on cooperatives, where greater participation
by residents was seen as the best fesponseito the housing crunch."

Organized self-help housing in the United Slates was given a boost in
1973 when seveval,citie,, and tater the Federal Government, started to
match urban shelter needs with the mounting number of abindoned
houses. This urbin hometteaing pr ram is rooted in the pioneer
philosophy that, occupation and iitroVeMent of property gives

1



"A family with its own
honii has roots that

may privent the erosion
of its community."

rights to ownership. Houses that have become government property
in lieu of back taxes ite sold for a nominal sum, often no more than'a
dollar, to couples or individuals willing to move in and rebuild them.
Occupants buy their homes with the investment of their owiLlabor in
making housing improvements. Such "Sweat equity" opened the
doOr to homeownership through federal programs to 881 himestead-
ing families by'the end df 1977. Although this is only a drop in the
bucket, interest in homeSteading seems strong. More tan 22,000

'people have applied to become urban homesteaders and the govern-
ment is expanding the program."

Ex.perience shows that homesteading is economically. justified. The
Urban hipmesteading Assistance Board of New York City estimates
the cost Of completely rehabilitating a two-bedroom housing unit in
New York 'through sweat equity averaged (15,000 in ,1976. This
compares to development costs of approximately -$32,000 for re-_
habilitation by a conventional contractor and $45,000 per unit for
new construction. The social benefits of such efforts are impossible
to quantify, but a family with its own home has roots-thatImay pre-
vent lhe erosion of its community:12

.

Unfortunately, urban homesteading is still beyond the reach, of most
low-income families. The mean income of an American' homesteader
is more than-$12,000. Many available houses require rpRoirs that are
more expensive than replacing the house. To date, most progilms
focus on single-family dwellings, /int on apartnient buildings where
Fatly of the poorest people live. Most of the houses.offered for sale
hay% been in areas just beginning to. decline. While stich avocation
increases the likelihood of success for these homestead organized
urban homesteading is really only a way to stabilize nei borhoods,
not to push back the slurns.13

Self -help housing begins whenever a persorr picks up a hammer to
repair a leaky roof or to fix a drafty window frame. It is difficult to
estimate the improvement in the housing stock made by self-help
renovation and maintenance. Such improvements are rarely measured
in national assessments of housing capital One indicator, howeyter,
is the proportion of home repairs done by the owner, or at least under
his or her supervision. From 1972 to 1976, nearly one-third of the

1 1
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$70 billion spent4in the United States or shOUsing repairs was for'
such divner-managed improvements Home improvements seem to be
of %interest to middle-class homeowners in Europe too, as spitting' -

housing costs ,force many people to fix up their old homes rather 4,

than shop for new ones 44

Those who do go in for home buying in the -United Slates often
favor existing housing. In 1976, 50 percent of the growth'in home-
ownershipi'rn city centers was due to individu* buying old houses,
as rising prices for new homes made buyers more willing to renovate.
.By contrast, as recently as 1970, 80' percent of new homebuyers in,
city centers chose newly built houses and condominiums: Because
of a ririllingness to .invest time -and money itnprovinglitlrhouse,s
the arrival of today's homeowners can mark the reme on OT

'decaying neighborhoods. But it can also cayse rising propil values.
This type of self-help-lcouskig can slowly push out the poor, orcing
their housing problems onto another Gemagounity 15 se

The gradual rebuilding df neighborhoods that were once blights on
urbanrban landscape, is reflected ift the Urban' Land Institute's esti-

mate that between 1968 and 1975, 58,600 Apeman housing units
were privately rehabilitated in inner-city areas it would be misleading
to say that such efforts have stemnied the tide of decay engulfing the

'cities, for an estimated .150,000 units are abandoned each ,ygar But
they do reflect the increased interest of individuals and community
groups in meeting their own housing needs

Self-help in the UnAed States means not only rebabilitationt but also
home building from the ground. up Indivj.dpal owner-occupants,
bulk! more homes than does the governmenP Such_hotts/' ac-
couttied for one!thitd of new housing stalls immediately afte World
War J. -Rather than disappearing with nsipg affluence and more
sophisticated housing rn4rket, owner-built housing h-eld -a stab one-
fifth of the market betwfen 1964 and 1976."

0 ---,,
In 1976iover 200,000 'fastlies in the United States acted as geneirif
contractors who oversawltie design, financing, and coriltruction of
their homes William C. Grindley-, in the book Freedom to Build, es-
timates these dome- builders save one-quarter to one-half on cow'

'Al.4. .

4 12 , .
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struction costa over *Am.*, developer-built housing. "A-scommercial
.

housing costs continue o rise, individual initiative mar grow in im-
portance as families build the homes they cannot afford to buy."

13
For most people living in .rural areas in the developing world, Self-
lielp housing been and.probably always will be the only way .to
-obtain shelter. There is no copstruction industry or public'holising
at4hority,in the Altiplano of Peru or irt the Sahel. In urban areas,
the poor erect cardboard and sheet-metal shelters, adding more sub-
stantial siding or am extra room with the aid of family or friends when
time and money permit Initial government efforts, to increase the
Supply of ,housing stsffered from the enormity of the task, initiffi:
dent funds, and the bad examples of public housing in the industrial
world. The first .U.N. World Housing Survey concluided,in-1974 that,
despite a massive effort over the previous ,decade horsing condi-
tions had become significantly worse in a majority. of developing

<countries.

Covernment'and international aid to self-help housing, a convenient
m'arrjage of available money and local initiative, is a logical' response
to these problems. Such efforts ,have been going on in many countries
in a piecemeal way ,since the mid-sixties. The Worlajjortk's basic' ur-
banization prOject is the largest such program. Begun in 1972, in five
years)t provided $866'million for self-help projects in 15 countries."

4.
Initially, the .World, Bank's program consisted of "sites-and-services"
projects, an approach to housing that encompassed a packageof ur-
ban-amenities including.a dwelling site, roads, water, and sewage,dis-
popl: It was assumed that after minimal piellaration the sites could
be turned over to poor families who ,would have su (,ficient construc-
tion and 'maintenance skills to build themselves adequate; houSing.:
Unfortunately, it soon became clear that the cost of ouch a strategy:,
from WO to $3,500 per dwelling was prohibitive. Any thought of
applying it to the several hundred million squatters in the world was
out 6f'the question.". .

Many sites-and-services projects ercountered problems because they
, .

resettled the poor far from tfleir jobs and the handicraft market that
provide their meagtr incomes. These difficulties, combined with the

,
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cost -Of the program, have led to a phasing out of the sites-and-ser-
vices approach. Ii now makes up less than half of the-World Bank
urbanization progrtm. The -Bank 'and national governments hay
been 'forced to rethink how best'to assist self-lielpIrousing for low
income people. More money is being4pent on pfograms'that provide
basic social services and Iliat help people upgrade exiting housing
than on efforts to relocate families, This means that a co,mmunity
might, get clean water at a central standpipe .but not in every- home,
or that a compacted road might be built but sewage systems might
nee be provided. Providing assistance forthe upgrading of existing

,housing ii. cheaper, than moving people, and it stimulates the local
economy by drawing on indigenous'material and labor.

Evert the latest Wor ld Bank projects reach only a small number of
-people and fail to diretaly address the questionsof land speculation
and tenure. These problems, combined with the inadequacy of inter-
national financial resources,- the absence of a priVate hodsing indus-t in developing countries, and the lack of government initiatives,

unaided self-help hcrusing as the only 'route to homeownership
any people. Self-help has always -been an accepted tradition in

Jura! areas. Until recently, however, these concerned with city hous-
ing viewtfd it with disdain, as a regrettable short-term solution to an
immediate housirtg problem. ,

'Researchers and community activists have now begun to consider
unaided self-help housing and squatter communities in a new light.
Long considerea disorganized- collections of society's exploited
second-class citizens, some so-called 'Slums are now seen as function-
ing economic and social entities, as communities in their own right.

.1n Lusaka, 'Zambia, studies have shown that the overcrowded, des-
perately 'poor slums are not Dickensian hellholes.' Squatters have
built their own homes and,landscaped their clots. They have formed
cooperative markets, credit unions, and rudimentary schools, and
have created scfme of the most democratic and responsive branches of
Zambiatwir,politicaliparty.21

'Many- s re ar from the personally unfulfilling backwaters they
are often taricatured to be. Tomasz Sudra, an urban planner from the
Maitachusetts Institute of Technology, reports that one in seven

v 14



"Some so-called slums are flow seen as'.`
functioning economic and social entities,

as communities in their own right."

r,

B

squatters in Mexico City's slums runs a small business, often out of
his br her home. In the Pinto Salinas area in Caracas, nearly a third of
the residents' are tradesm en, such tailors, who also use their homes
as places of business. Part-lime carpenters, plumbers, and bricklayers
in the slums form the backbone of the self-help housing movement,
providing technical assisfante to people building their owbliomes.22

The volume of self-help housing in .the Third World'millions -of
housing units each yearindicates 'the economic and social strength
of these impoverished, communities. The ingenuity, drive, and initi-
ative required to overcome the economic and material obstacles to
building home of one's own constitute a vital force that needs to be
dipped more effectively if housing problems are to, solved.

But the record of residual poverty and ooderemployment, and 'the.,
growing disparities in ;income within societies over the last genera-

, tion, are statement enough that the poor cannot'go it alone. Without
financial ass *tance and the political will to effect social and economic
change, government lip service to self-help housing merely shows thr
poor a path to better living conditions without removing any of the
obstacles in their way. Only when peoplethave land, basic services,
and the means and opportunity t9 improve their communities and
their homes will self-help mean any aCtual betterment of living condi-

/ tions. I

All too often, government initiatives in the housing field have super-
ceded efforts by the homeless rather than complemented them. Gov-
ernmtnts should not' attempt to do what people have already demon-
strated they can and will do themselves. Government efforts would
be better spent providing.the services and backup for the majority of
the population willing and able to make major contributions to their
own homeblilding.

Facilitating the legal right to land use would probably be the most im-
portant government contribution to self-help housing: Community
ownership of land in urban areas, with long-term leases for individu-
als, may be the best course of aCgon. To the squatter in Calcutta and
the urban homesteader in the Soap Bronx, confidence that their
property will not be abruptly confiscated is of paramount impor-

15
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tance. It is often the deciding frultor b
4 provements and an extended cortimitment

housingeand to community development.

16
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een patchwork home im-
by the occupant isO §eiter

ters occupy private and public land that they do not oCvp. As-
sistin em to build new homes or to upgrade existing Illegal dwell-
ings can allenge the' political and economic elites yel'thin society.

.The margin and squattgol on a decade ago by rural migrants as the
first stop in their flight, horn the poverty and unemployment of the
countryside is riow, in Irony cases, valuable urban real estate. Legiti-
mizing the poor'hclairn,to that land is a bold political step few goy-
ernments have been Willing to take. ti

Government support for self-help housing must include funds for
constfuction and long-term financing' Private banking institutions
usually will not lend to people_ witA low'incomesthe very people .

most involved ii self-help housing. In the priyate mon,6 market,
competition for funds most often results in resources going to more
lucrative investments. Governments must step in to provide initial
capital and to help create institutions that effectively tap the meagtr
savings of those involved in self-help projecp.

j
savings-and-loan associations and credit unions structured to keep
the sayings of the poor within their Communities have proven effec":
tive sources of _housing capital in some Lanr" American countries..
Most of the financing for self -help housing should come in the form
of loans. This would recycle insufficient financialoresOteces, encour-,
age individual initiative, and blunt the - criticism of those afraid he
poor are getting something fir nothingObviously, no. such financ-
ing scheme can continue to ppetate in the1 face of4allure to repay
these loans. ti

Many governments and lending organizations now wort through
local cooperatives that exert peer pressure to saw Money, and to meet
financial obligations. The World Bank has found. that the involve-
ment of the community in the initiation and. administration of hous-
ing projects results in high levels of savingsand of loan 1epayment.3



"Self -help housing can'contribtite to, but
is not a substitute for, overall social and

economic .development."

Government regulations to limit :land speculation .on further aid
communities and individuals to meet housing needs. If land is to be
turned over to those who occupy and improve it, then any unearned
increment in land value shduld accrue to the community and not to.
the newly tenured occupSht Only in this way can government ef-
forts to encourage Self -help community development not be short-
circuited by individital profit making

Government and international leriding agency regulations are often
tied to inappropriate housing standards that unnecessarily impede
self-help houging and stifle the development orcommunity supply
and service.t.netyvorks Housing standards sho5ld, where possible,
help attain socially beneficial goals, including Minimum standards for
safety art& energy efficiency. In all too. many cases, standards pre-
scribe that a wall must be of brick, so manrinches thick, rather than
that a wall, of whatever material, must insulate to a given degree and
bear a given load Specifications of performance rather thah of com-
ponentg would allow home builders to -construct a cheaper and more
appropriate dwelling joing their skill, and imagination. Such stand-
ards rely on age-dld !Nal building techniques, which are more likely -

to be within the occupant's construction capabilities And resources as
welLas better-suited tocal climatic conditions."

Self -het ousing is an important and growing response to the global
hou eshortage. But improving the irbusing stock beyond a bare
m mum depends on the majority, of the unemployed and tinder-
employed ftnding meaningful and productive work. Self-help hous-
ing is a means by which The poor can shelter themselves. It can con-
tribute to, but is not a substitute for, overall social and economic
development

g a

The demand for housing will grow over the next quarter-century.
Rising prices will make it difficult for the marketplace to meet much
of this demand. The enormity of the ta'k limits the role of govern-
ments. But both the marketplace and government can collgement the
increasing eeliance on self-help housing.pThe couple in don reha-
bilifating the shell of a nineteenth-century house and- the squatter
family in Lima both need government help tcs ensure tenure and
financing, to encourage stability i'f ownership, and to stimulate -com-
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munity development 'that can protect investments in self-help house
ing. The local, rn.trketpLac_e is usually the best source of materials and

18 services, as well as some financing, for the occupant-builder. Using ,
0 the Marketplace and goiernment assistance in this way,- the housing-

poor can be their own best planners and buildefsinvesting more
time, initiative, and labor in housing construction and improvement
hart any public or private developer can.

h benefits of self-help housing to individuals arts to their com-
munities are hard to tneasure. And the hardship of life in the slums
of a developing country, or in the urban ghettos of the industrial
world must not be minimized. Yet as John Turner has pointed oul
-When dwellers control the major decisions and are free to make
their own` contribution to the deiign, construction, and martorgeomenf
of thejihousing, both the .process and the envirdnment uced .

stimulate individual and,social well-being."25

SmallJ* Bountiful

Rising £ood prices and national food shortages in the seventies have
forced a majereassessment of how to-squeeze more food out of the
Lind and how to ensure that it gets to those who most need it. Con-
sumers igdintlividual Countries have begun to rely more on their
own Tes Mrces to meet part of their food'budgets. Food self-reliance is
taking root at theclOcal 10e1: there is renewed in,terestiin home veg-
etable gardening and recognitIpn in countries with collective agricul-
ture of the contribution rftade by private farm ,plots. Around the
world, food self-rehance.kas' meant greater suppoft COI highlY-pro-
ductive;qwner-operated shall farms to reduce the vulnerability in-
herent in dependence on food imports..
The demand for. food has never been grsater. Despite unusually good
grain 'harvests in bath 1976 and world grain reserves for 1978'
equaled, no, more than 54 day ofra3rtsumption. These reserves are
less than. those that existed 1972, when simultaneous bad har-
vests in the Soviet Union a d India wiped out world stocks almost
overnight. Worldlood secur rests on a precarious edge. At the per-

.
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sonal level, per capita fish consumption' worldwide aimed down-
ward in the earry seventies and the postwar rise ih per capita grain '-
consumption ended. Continued population growth and pist abuse of 19croplands and oceanic fisheries will make improvemenk of the food A
situation' a slow anddifficult task. Sudden international price /Ise's ' -- '
ancrthe loss of traditional foreign supplies have underscored the vUl; . .
nerability of countriesond -individuals Ito thi vagaries-of tjintate,
economics, and politics.. Events 'bey' ond their control ave. shalten `,
the -faith' of farnArs, and consumers in tlikeinr g'aoization- df ' .

agricultural production.2°.: :..
.

As
1

part"' f an' international effort to avoid ftiture foodshortages ala
abrupt price changes, the Woild. FootConfererice 'in kome-in-1074
spelledout a 'strategy to assist food.poor cOuntriet..A world. rood re-
serve'was called for as well as greater aid to small farmers:ih dettelay- -,

-ing countries. Four years I,atqr these grand interrtatioit schemes
have raised many helees but filled few bellies, U.S. Setrfct of State .
Henry Kissinger 's cfiallenge to the-Food CimfeiencetItat by 1984 rto 'a:

child'should go to bed hungry-Jslias"seen conSigrted to the dustbin.4. '-t
political rhetoric. s 6.

.
___. 1 .. .. 7: -e . ....... 4..4). e , ..: . 1 ' . . .

While governments have debated, foo selfTreliance.has'begiin it '(he ..
local level. There is renewed interes in gardening in the United
States. An estimated 32 million ho eholds, aPprOximately 43 -per- .
cent of all families, raked fruits d V,egitables fn 197,,stp an art4;.
equivalent to approximates leverilliOn acresin backyardY, in city,''.. .
lots, ,and on apartment balconies. This represeetecrover4even million
more gardens than in-11171. While the numb'profpeople'wha it'e-and'

, -,,weed seems to,have stabilized It-rine last feWffiars, seven milliora hp- ; %I
ple without access to land told Gallup' pollsters they would karclen.if(
the government would give Chem a plot. There is.consideraWe Euro: -,. -,-*

pean interest At gardening= ass' well: the demand fov,gardens also etir-
ceeds the supply of land. The ,number of peOple,,,,on British waitigg. s .lists for a governmentLowoed'garden plot grew from 4,000 in .1972' , ,

. to 57,000 in 1974.27 , i
... l , ' s

n response; to the interest in small-'scale food ody'clibo, the-11S. ,
1

vernment allocated 1.5 million in 1977 far pot ,urban gardening
projects in six cities. T ogram has been,expanded to 16 cities' for '. . , .

*19 ..
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197.8, with $3 Million in tunding. Pennsyltazia, Connecticut, 'ma'
Ma&sachusette have statewide community gardening prOgrami, often
using state -owned land. ,City - sponsored programs serve thousands

20 of people in Boston, Chicago, Detroit, and Los Angeles. In total,
nearly three million people now garden an estimated 30,000 com-
munity-owned garden kites. In addition;, many school systems now
activ y encourage garting.'some .21,000 children in Cleveland,
Ohio and an estimated 0 schools in Alabama are involved in such
schemes,2$ ,

kir many people, gardening has shifted from a casual activity to a
relatively intensive, small-scale fobd-producing operation. Gardens
for. All, an organization that supports expa,nded gardening programs,
estimates the 'retail value of homegrovGa vegetables in the United
States Was more than $14 billion in 19X, copparecl with a total
national food expenditure of '$217 billi n intensively worked
backyard garden can protluce a pound of vegetables ler square lock
With this levsWoductivity, the average American could meet his
or her annu etable needs with a 10-by-30-foot plot Gardeners
using more sophisticated methods get even better results.29

,

The thrive that motivates food consumers to ecome producers is not
only economic. Gardeners Like the better quality and taste of home-
grown vegetables and fruits. American respondents in national Gal-
lup polls cited saving money/Cs...Vieir prime motivation in 1974, but
by 1977 the mast popular reason for gardenin& was recreation. The,
average gardener puts in a little less than an hour A day in season and
finds it both restful and good 'exercise. Community gardening pro-
gramshave-also turned out to be strong community-building meeh-
anisms. Urban gardeners in organiZed programs often report a re-
newed sense of commitment to the local community and a spirit of

social and personal reasons, their commitment to growifig some of
neigh boperation. Because so many people now garden for

-their own 'food, is unlikely to be subject to fluctuations in the econ-
0 These motivating factors suggest the number of gardeners will
n5bt decline significantly in the near futupe "

Despiteits many benefits, however, gardening does have a dark side.
There irC growing evidence of high levels of lead, cadmium, and other

20



,"AnintensWely worked backyard garden
cah produce a pound of vegetables per

square foot."

heavy metals in vegetables gr polluted urban arias. While no
conclusive tests have .yet been r e -potential for the poor and
othevurban residents to meet at least some of their own food needs 21
md'y ultimately rest on efforts to reduce air and soil Rolltition.32

. .

Gardeniikg programs Fla also become important parts of food self-
reliance strategies inadeveloping countries. Both Ghana and the Phil.
ippines have stressed home vegetable-growing as a, means of improv-'
ing nutrition Unfortunately, the programs have met with a mixed.
reception. A more successful effort has been mounted- by the Jamai-
can government under its "Grow Our Own Food" campaign. In the
rural St. James parish studied by Thoinas J. Marchione of Case West-
ern Reserve ,University, the proportion of_.hOmegrOwn food in the
household Filet greV4. from 38 to 56 percent from 1973 to' 1975. The

aunt of income spent on food decreased and child marnutritiOn
topped significantly 32

,
In Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, attention is also turning to

. consumer food production: Socialism's commitment to centralized-----
ftrming has been tempered, tiy reliance on private production from
small plots allotted to workers on collective and state farms. This
sine-scale production is.desperately needed to offset some of the
shoTtfall in food production on larger state holdings. In the Soviet
Union, more than one-fifth of the potatoes, fruits, and vegetables and
one-third of the livestock products now come froM private 1/17:Mut-
tion In 1977 Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev publicly stated that local
Officials should put aside philosophical misgivings and %ippon small-
scale private farming because. the economy needed 'the produce. In
Hungary, 36 pertent of 'agricultural proctuce now comes from small-
scale operations on 15 percent of..the agricultural land, which in-
cludes both primate plots on collective farms-and other,small holdings..
lit 1974,reversing a tang-standing policy, Bulgaria too began efforts
to stimulate devolopulint of individual plots Op collective rarnis.33

ctillective farming' n China has not been 'sufficient to meet
all the coantry's food needs. An estimated 25 to 30 percent of total
household jncome in the early sixties came from the private produc-
tion of vegetables, poultry, and pis. This propothon may have de!w

--ftes*
creased somewhat in recent years, Ismail plots are still numerous

2..)
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and the peasant's right to farm privately was included in the new
Chinese constitution adopted in January 1975. The produce from the

22 small, intensively worked plots, usually no more than 5 percent of
communal land, supplements the grower'sfamily-food budget or is
sold to the commune's purchasing cooperative. It can also be sold by
the garderier directly to his or her neighbors, although Peking has
periodically attempted to clamp down on such rural free trade."

The Chinese government's official positiOn on private production is
ambiguous. During the Cultural Revolution, private plots fell into
disuse, contributing to an overall decline in food production. With
the return of stability, the government relaxed restrictions' on non-
communal work. Premier Chou En-lai told a groupf American visi-
tors in 1971 that private plots were necessary to stimulate the initia-

.0tive of the peasants, so that they could earn something in addition to
their collective income while ensuring some variety in their diet. How-
ever, it is now accepted agricultural policy to "learn from Taichai,"
a model commune in North China whert peasants decided in the mid-
sixties to give up all their private plots. It remains to be seen whether'
their example will measurably curb extensive private production.
More likely, Chinese officials wi=ll continue to tolerate garden plots,
but will exercise greater marketing control so that work on private
land and the individual profit motive do not undermine the collective
econoiny.35

Enthusiasm for increased gardening and the greater use of private
plots should be tempered by a realistic appraisal of what small pro-
ducers can and cannot accomplish Private plots now provide one-
tenth to one-quarter of food production in many socialist countries.
The average American gardener saved more than $375 on his or her
food bill in 1977 while benefiting from better nutrition and healthy
recreation. Governments 'can encourage such initiatives by providing
land for gardeners in urban areas and agricultural extension services
for all gardeners Yet home gardeners and those who tend private
plots cannot feed themselves solely through theirfwn production."

The trend ,to rd greater food self-reliance among individual con-
sumers is complemented by recent attempts to reorganize foo3 pro-

22
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ductiori at the national level. At one time it was an articl ith in
both free-enterprise and tate-controlled agriculture th ciency
was synonymous with ri land, larger machinery, an tal-in- 23tensive farming methods igger was seen as better. Thi- odoxy
is changing as the advantages of small-scale .production more
apparent. Since small farms are more likely to produce fo local
consumption, governments are considering supportin ll f rmers
in an effpitiL to unhook national food economies f m a dan erous
dependenertin imports.

Until the mid-seventies, American farms were clearly ,co .olid ting:
the n ber of owner operated small farms dropped steadil . A erage
farm rose, more of the food on American dinner table4 cam from
large rms. Expanding markets wlir.e.an incentive for fa ers t. con-
centrate production on one crop,ouch as soybeans or wh at I creas-
ingly,- food was- grown or marketed by major nonagricul ral porpor-

, ations whose natiorlal and international production c nsi rations
meant the decline of farming geared for local cons pt. n. The-
small farm, once synonymous with food self-reliance, -'Ss egt ted.31"

Recent U.S' data suggest some of these trends have be n tp cut in
the other direction, as society examines some of the idd asocial,
environmental, and economic costs of ever-expanding arm size' In
The mid - seventies, small farins were disappearing at a Jo er rate
than a decade earlier. Pennsylvania even reported 2,000 mot farms
under cultivation in 1976 than 'in 1974. Numerous acti' ns* y state
governmentsproviding loans for yciung far/tiers to buy I nd rriped-
ing further corporate farm acquisitions,. and imprctving ,th m ting
arrangements lor small farmers indicate renewed politi al s port
for a pluralistic agricultural econtimy.3*

Even in some socialist countries the small farm remains- lid .en-
trenched. In most Eastern European countries farming ha bee col-
lectivized, but in Poland and Yugoslavia, private holdin:s I ac-
count for, 80 to 85 percent of farmland. Since 1970, in t' of
increasing production, many governments have emphasized incr aced
farm specialization and enlargement of the scale of produc his
trend has placed ideology in clear conflict with experience. e h er

23
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prittivity of private plots and small farms suggests that the drift
tow consolidation may not be a wise policy.39

in China, farming has also gone through a process of collectivization.
In the early fifties, the Chinese decided that the first objective of the
socialist trahsformation of agriculture would be to feed the people
in the countryside and to meet other basic peasant needs before using
rural surpluses to fuel urbanization and industrialization. They 'felt
that, this could only be accomplished through mobilization- of the
masses of Chinese peasants. Rural reform vested ownership and
management rights in Communesgenerally a collection of villages.
Having learned from the Soviet collectivization disasters of the thir-
ties, private ownership was replaced by communal', rather than state,
ownership. The farms now belong to those who work them, so that
increased production first benefits the farmer and the community,

Through forging this direct bona between the farmer and the land,
China has adapted the production efficiency of owner-operator farm-
ing to its socialist experiment. The highly decentralized Chinese ap-
proach to agriculture, augmented by private plot production, has
proven most successful. The food supply has expanded steadily, the
recurrent cycle of famine so prevalent earlier this century has been
broken, 'and the more equitable food distribution has led to impfessive
improvements in nutrition. There is every reason to believe this pro-
gress can continue, and that China's jiral-oriented, s1f- reliant mix of
collective and private agriculture is uniquely suited to meet its future
food needs. .

Trends in the organization of agriculture in other parts of the world
are less well-defined. Rural,reforms in Taiwan, South Korea, and Ja-
pan have'focused on the famil farmer. In Taiwan,, the proportion of
farm families who ownediall t e land they cultivated increased from
36 percent in 1950 to 78 pm in 1972 because of a "land-to-the-

)tiller" program in South Korea, owner-operators constituted 14 per-
cent of all farm households in 1945, but 70 percent by 1965. In other
parts,of the world, however, land is not distributed as equitably.°

There is no clear-cut indication that land reform increases food pro-
duction, yet it seems to be a necessary first step. When accompanied
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"Many obiervers now agree that owner-
occupied small farms are benefit

to society.'

4

by the provision of agricultural support services far" the small farmer,
it has increased production. In Taiwan, following land reform, the
rice yield per hectare increased by more than. 80 percent between.
1950 and 1972. In Japart, productivity increased so much that a
'country the size of California-Ts' able to grow' enough rice to feed
115 million people, with a surplus for export. Technical services
are not the only explanation for this higher productivity. Land refOrin
induces farmers to increase their personal Investment of labor,
capital, and fertilizer. With more to gain, hope increased pr'oduction,
owner-operators put more of themselves into their work,what John
Kenneth Galbraith h'as called self-exploitation.41

While global trends in agriculture of ter] seem contradictory, the grow-.
ing interest-in the producOity and social signifitance of small farms
cuts acioss a number of different cultures. By the best yardsticks of
agricultural policyproductivity, job creation, energy use, environ-
mental impact, and the well-being of rural societymany observers
now agree that owner-occupied small fatIns are of benefit to society.

Whether judged by yield per acre or by the cost of production, small
farms compare favorably with large farms on all continents. Most of
the economies of scale associated with size caAs_be achieved on units
small enough'to be filmed by a family. Numerou's studies have borne
this out. A 1970 survey for the United States Agency for Inierna-
tional Development (AID)*showed that small farms in India, Japan,
Taiwan, the Philippines, Mexico, Brazil, Colomtia, and Guatemala
had higher productivity per acre than large farms. A similar study of
40 countries undertaken by the World (Bank indicated that small
holdings and relatively equitable land distribution were associated
with an increase in output per hectare." #
In 19,6, U.S. Department of Agriculture economist J. Patrick Mad-
den reviewed 138 studies on the production} costs of different-sized
American farms and found mechanized one- and two-person family
farmiconsistently more efficient than larger Operations. To be sure,
American family farms are much larger than owner-operated farms, in
ocher countries, but U.S. family farms are small in relation to many of
their corporate counterparts. It was their relative size and the fact that

25
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they we.re owner-operated that see'ned to account for Or higher ,

procifictkiity.43

26 . 1. .

Many of -thksotarces of this higher productivity are related to the
social and einironmentaf advantages of small farms. Small holdings
in cleWeloping countries provide more employment than large hold-
ings do. The small farmer is,often an efficient user of available en-
ergywind, draft animals, and human labor. Policies' that encourage
reliance on ,such renewable resources may enable much of the world
to bypass the energy-intensive and increasingly costly ,agricultural
methods of the industrial world." .

Few studies exist comparing treatment of the lanclibased on both ten-
ure and size. What information does-exist suggeffts that owner-oper-
ated holdings, which are usually smaller, are much better cared for
than large tenant landholdings. This problem is particululylmtior-
tant in North America, where farmers are renting more land to in
crease production. Recent studies in Iowa 'by John F. Timmons and
Wade Hauser of Iowa State University show that` tenant formers an-
nually lose to erosion 20.9 tons of soil per acre, while farmers who'
own their land lose only 15.6 tons per acre. 'The authors cogclucie
that tenure problems re a major stumbling block to the adoption of
soil cons on practices."

While society-may worry about maxim4ing production anciminimiz-
ing expensive energy use, the individual farmer is most worried about
increasing parsonal income and improving, the ruraloitandard of liv-
ing. The accumulation of farmland in the hands-Of A few latge land-
owners leads to an inequitable situation that not onlyrdenles people
an adequate source of income but also saps the ruralommunity of
its vitality. Isao Fujimoto, of the.University. of California at Davis,
conducted an extensive study of 130 towns in the San Joaquin Valley
of California in 1976. lie found that landholding patterns created
startling differences in sqcial life. Econ6mically, politically, ana cul-
turally, small farm communities were more diverse, with a wider
range of human- services,, than towns where large farms predom-
inated." w A
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"Rural romanticism must not blue The
distipction between food self-reliance and

k subsistence farming."

ap

4.14

Despite the Numerous aclvarttages of small-scale production, a small-
farm strategy is not without. its limitations. Ituril romanticism iinus,L

, not blur the distinction between food 'self-reliance and sglesistencW 27farming. Life on a small farm should not be a marginal existence.
The restructuripg of the food economy in developing countries 'will'
require, political strength and selphistication to ensure that 'farms are
large enough to feed the farmer s family as well as to generate some
surplus for the gfoWing number of urban consumers.

' 0

Adequate .capital and credit to fund land transfeis and to create a e.
rural infrastructure are nece4sary if the small' farmer is to succeed.
In developing countries, some of this can be provided through the
billion - dollar International

in
for Agricultural Development,

which went into operation in 1978. This loan fund will attempt to
bvercome past credit discrimination against small farmers; World
Bank and AID studies indicate such landholders are usually as good
as or better credit risks than large farmers.47

To gain the greatest benefit' from srdaIrscale production; cooperation '
among producers will often be required. In France, small farmers have
banded together to form the industrial world's largest experiment in
group farming. These Groupements Agricples D'Exploitation en
Commun (GAEC) are not Cooperatives. Each farmereretains individ-
ual landownehhip, but there is a common management of 'Production
and marketing..It is hoped .that the GAECs will. distribute more evenly .
the, agricultural workload,- increase productivity, and improve the
farmers' ,economic, security while retaining the incentive and individ-
ual responsibility that ha's characterized French peasant farms in -the
past. To date, most GAECs have been composid of blood relatives,
who oftenpioin together only to qualify for special government`cred-
its; the re ication of 'this experiment is therefore somewhat in ques-
tion. Yet the number of GAECs tripled between 1968 and 1973 and
they now account for 1 percent of French farmland.48

' I. i -.4.
If consume and producers are to reap all the

n
h benefits of small-stale

productio, c peration and local participation must extend beyond ;.-

.; . the farm. Sma I producers neea local marketing mecinisrds. Te meet
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this need in, the United States there have recently been efforts to ?e-_
establish locally-controlled marketing operations. In Vermont, direct

28 sales by farmers account +for an estimated 6 percent or the food sold -
in the.state. Eighteen states now subsidize direct marketing'of small-
farm produce. Newly established state-funded farmers' markets in
Pennsylvania sold $314 million worth of produce in 1975. In West
Virginia in 1976, farmers' markets sold nearly $7 million of small-
farmer grown vegetables and other products. The U.S. Department of

/Agriculture is now funding.' state programs in direct marketing to
support this vital link in,the local production chain.'"

.***.

Meeting future food needs will require innovations. The small family '
farm, often highly productive, must be strengthened. Cooperative or
collective farming efforts must-somehow balance the advanlage of ac-
cess to credit and mechanical equipment that often comes fforrt work-
ing together with the productivity thgt crimes from individual ini-
tiative The practice of growing food far from *vhfre it is consumed
must be rationalized with rising labor, energy,' and,marketing costs
and other inefficiencies of separating the producer from the consumef.

An optimal fyod strategy will obviously include some large-scnif farm-
ing. But one key element in future food' policy must be more pro-
duction by small farmers and gardeners. Such local food production
is an important, aspect of the 514-cceso( Chinese agricultural and nu-

onal policy. Eighty percent of the vegetables consumed in each
thineie city are grown within ten kilometers of that urban area.

,.::_.Massachusetts, in the United States, Imports 85 percent of its:food,
tenth of it from-3,000 miles array in California. The contrarcould

ardly be more striking.5°

Through small-scale production, local distribution networks, and
the involver)enof more people in food-growing, the vulnerability of
communities to price rises and food shortages can be reduced. In a
world where the slack appears to have gone out of the food system,
reorganizing production in this manner can help create a margin of
safety, a buffer against malnutrition and rising food costs.

4/
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Toking Responsibility For Health

Two health concerns dominate people's lives. how long they will
live and how often they will be sick. Ever greater investments in h s-
pitals, drugs, and ,medical technology are largely irrelevant t e
interests. Lying healthier and longer lives in the future wi d
more on individual and community efforts to solve their o health
problems In industrial countries, this will mean a cleaner envy nment.
and changes in personal life-styles, habits, and diets. ItLciev ping
countries, it will include improved access to simple medical car and
preventive health measures that rid communities of the caus
disease

29

Already, health, care consumers and much of the medical community
have begun to realize that individuals can assume 'greater respongbil-
ity for their own health. Preventive health care programsa corn-
munity-wide extension of individual-effonirto protect healthare get- /
ting people to dig latrines and wells in poor countries and to improve
their diet and to exercise regularly in rich countries. Ch.anges in the
delivery of medical services parallel this emphasis on the roles of the
individual and the community. Primary care everything from treat-.
ing minor aches anctivairis to dispensing family planningis once
again seen as the most 61e-dive and least expensive way to provide
medical services. Neighborhood heakh care is becchning, possible for
the first time for mariy people through the use of bareftot doctors in
China and local health workers in Cuba.

Society's perceptipn of the most apprgpriate ways to deal with to-
day's important health ptoblems is changing. The World Bank esti-
mates that 800 million peopleone fifth of ..the world's population-1
still have no access to even minimal health care. According to the

. World Health Organization, less than 10 percent of the children born
each year in poor nations are imtnunized against the five most com-
mon fatal childhood diseases. These children need peeyentive medical.
services that can most easily in provided by paramedics. Americans_.
spent $69 billion on health care in '1970 and $139 billion in 1976.
Slowing these escalating costs will require greater, use of general
practitioners, more self-care, and,he/Ir life-styles.5'

A
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Similarly, there is a growing realization of thevenvironmental sources
of many diseases. In developing countries, polluted or inadequate
water supplies doom over-a billion people to repeated pouts -of gas-
troenteritis, -a severe inflamation of the stqmach and intestines. In
industrial countries, diseases of the heart and circulatory system. ac-
count for half of all deaths. The National Cancer Institute in the
United States now estimates that one in four Americans will develop
cancer. The'vast majority of these illnesses are the result of poor diet,
unhealthy habits such as sm9king, and °pollution. In both rich and
poor countries, preventive health care efforts at the community and
individual level can help reduce the incidence of ,onvironmentally
related diseases.52

Eachperson call do much to care for his or her own health. Most ill-
nessg run-their own course and are rirely life-threatening. Cothmon
sense band traditional home remedied are often sufficient cures. Most
people prtvide themselves and their families with rudimentary health
care without professional medical help. Studies in Denmark and
Great Britain have shown that more than 90 percent of those vis-

. g a general prat loner have already begun a self-prescribed treat-
s that is consisMnt with their subsequent medical therapy. Self-

areness and self-interest can be powerful assets in improving
'health.55

-N

To structure this innate resource, about five milliOn people in the
United States now belong to physical or rrppetttal self-help groups of
some kindincluding everything fronv,A-Tcoholics, Anonymous, the
largest, to ,Migraines ifinonymous and Psychotics Anonymous. Some
join to change unhealthy personal habitOothers to find a supportive
community that will help them cope with their problems. But .all are
individuals treating their health problems themselves; without resort-
ing to formal medical cares',

In -the United States, gyneolosical groups are ore of the fastest
growing elements of the self-help medical movement. Through the
sharing of information and experiences, they hel 'women better un-,
derstand their bodies and how-to care for th any of these small
!groups are attachPd to women's clinics. Sur df women seeking
health care have found that those attending se f-hi clinics better
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understandtheir anato and the frequency with which various
medical examinations sh uld be performed than women attending
other types of medical ffacilities. More importantly, these women can
better identify the common health problems that may arise with coP
trfceptive use."

Self-help medical programs run by, the medical establishffient have
also proven quite successful. A-diabetics' self-care program run by
the University of Southern California reduced the number of patients
experiencing diabetic coma and led to a 50 percent drop in emergency
room visits. Test programs with he:mophiliacs-and others who suffer
chronic illnesses have also cut hospital admissions. Ai the cost of
formal health care rises, the importance of4 self-care will grow. The
University of Southern California diabetic program saved hospitals
an consumers $1.7 million over'a-two-year period, a mere fraction
of ffie overall savings that could, be realized if self-care became the
first line of medical defense.56

31

,
The greatest potentialibcontribution of self-care may be i

-
countries

with little of no organized medical service. The rural r in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America have long treated their own lnesses 'using
indigenous herbal medicines. An estimated 65. to 90 percent of those
who fall ill in South and Southeast Asia use herbal cures in conjunc-
tion with a visit to a native healer. lvluch of this self-care is worthless
or dangerous but all of it should not be dismissed out of Wald. Phar-

-rriacologists l ave only begun to study the curative powets of home
remedies. China encourages the use of traditional medicines to go
hand in handwith modern medicine.. The World Health Organization
is also exploring ways traditiofrel cures can complement professional
medical cares'

.. .
The spread of self-help medical care reflects people's interest in caring
for themselves. This does not mean, however, that the ill would do
best to totally avoid the medical system. Certainly, many people look
to doctors as shamans, with magical powers to cure their every ache
and pain. To %heir discredit, medical professionals have often fostered
that image. Yet in life-threatening situations, the assistance of trained
personnel has demonstrably reduced mortality and morbidity. Any
organized self-care program should include some professional moni-. ,_
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ring to ensure that serious. health problems jot mistreatedSelf-
care can, hoOrtver, reduce some of the pressu On the ov,erburdened

32 health care system. Moreover, while self-care -doe; not necessarily
keep people from becoming patients, it may :make them better pa-
tients by.gixing them the initial responsibility fot, theiegood health.

.

The logical extension of increased ,rerognitinn ,of the individual's
role in treating health problems is the growibi4 responsibility of the
individual mid die community fol., preventing thosecircumstances that
cause disease. Better nutrition, which would make'probably the single
,most important contribution to imprOved. health., can start with the
family Recent studies indicate, that cutting back on saturated fats and
sugars at the' dinner table, will -help prevent tooth decay, coronary
heart disease, and some of the morg cbmmon forms of cancer preval-
ent today in Europe and North America. In developing countries, the
continuation of- the traditional practice ofibreastfeeding will reduce
infant mortality and increase the resistance to ,malaria and many
shildhOod diseases. A vegetable Arden, whether raised by the rich or
the poor, will pro"Vide a sppplement of the vitamins and minerals now
deficiept in many diets."

; I I
O'Vercoming the health problems of a.sedentary life=style starts with
eoch person exercising more. Studies show, that regular vigorous ex-
ercise strengthenS. the cardiovascillar system, reducing the likelihood, '

,and -severity of heart attacks. Tlikaaociated medical..savings have
not been overlooked by.buSinesses paying some or' their employees
health bills 'More than 306 large U.S. companies now have physical
fitness and exercise programs for all their workers. A number of cities
have laid .out jogging paths and have 'built recreational facilities
needed by middle-aged, under-exercised people. institutions and gov-

t ernments can create the ambience in which exercise is encouraged,
but only individyals'can do the running, Swimming, and bicycling
that contribute to good health."

The importauCe to good health of persofial habits cannot be over-
emphasized. A study of 7,000 adults in California. showed that those .
who lived ,Ionger and healthier lives got adequate rest, ate three meals

dayexercised,.did. not smoke, and did not .overeat or overdrink.
Other research suggests that similar life-style changes could save
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mote lives among the middle-aged than any conceivable advances in
medical scierice.60

Yet the responsibility for better health cannot rest solely with the
individual. Even the most.well-informed and financially independent
person may be unable to assess the health impact of various foods or
habit, and_ may fall victim to advertising or to traditional. misconcep-
tions. Individual responsibility for health does not absolve, the gov-
ernment or the commUnify from equ'ally important roles in preventiv
health care.

Indirectly, government pOticies have ofkn served to,improve n
tion and health. Yet no government has established a comprehensiv
national nutrition orategy. American policymakers have turned a
deaf" ear on calls by the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and
Human Needs and others for a U.S nutrition policy. Norway has
tried unsuccessfully for several years to structure taxes and new agri-
cultural policies to change eating habits.

Two closely tailored local programs have had more encouraging re-
sults. In the mid-seventies, a Stanford University program attempted
to reduce heart disease in two California communities by increasing
public awareness of Its causes and 'effects.' Fewer cigarettes were
smoked, the consumption of saturated fats declined, and the blood
pressure of those tested was reducedall changes associated with
better health. In North Karelia, a rural part of eastern Finland, doc-
tors noticed during the early seventies that proportionally more peo-
ple died of heart disease in the county than anywhere else in the
world.In 1972, at the community's request, a preventive health cam
paign was launched to 'stqp.smoking and to reduce blood cholesterol
levels. By 1975, the proportion of men who smoked had fallen from
54 to 41 percent, while the proportion of those with high blood pres-
sure had declined from 39 to 34 pocent.-.

016 public educatip 'efforts are of growing interest to manly gov-
ernments, especially in developing countries hardpressed to meet
rising medical care needs. They are rfsalizing it is dheaper and more
humane to prevent rather than to treat \,illnesses. in Tanzania, the
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gov/enment Mounted a campaign in 1973 to create an awareness of
spetc health problems in rural areas and to recommend actions that
individuals and communities could take to remedy them. In a ten-
week effort, Radio Tinzania broadcast educational programs VI co-
ordination with study groups involving nearly twQ million people.
The exercise led 4o4 number of dimple village-level preventive health
care measuresthe construction of latrines, for example, and the ad-
dition of mosquito netting to many windows. In neighboring Kenya,
a radio program gives health tips in the format of a situation comedy.
The themes are simple and center on individual action to improve
health, such as washing vegetables before eating -them and bathing
frequently 62

There have been less well-organized public education efforts in in-
dustrial nations to reduce tobacco smoking. Studies in the early six-
ties that first linked smoking to serious illriess led to at least partial
bans on cigarette advertising in the United States, Britain, and Italy.
In 1976,- Ittly banned the use of tobacco in most public places; sev-
eral American communities have introduced similar restrictions.
Governments can encoutage people not to use tobacco, but the deci-
sion not to smoke can only be taken by an individual. While the re-
sults of government efforts are mixed, they do seem to be having
some effect. In the United States, the proportion of adult men and
women who smoke has declined in the last decade, altkpugh smok-
ing among teenage women is on the-rise.63

Like good nutrition and healthy personal habits, family planning is a
preventive health, measure that requires an individual, commitment.
Women without access to family !Arming services lack the means
to avoid having. babies too early or too late in life, and to space and
limit the number of their children. These women die more frequently
in childbirth and are more likely to sdffer the anguish of ,still-born
births or infants who die of simple infections. Governments can re-
duce this toll through partkipatory family planning programs. Peer
pressure in birth planning groups can encourage couples to change
attitudes about family size and contraceptive use. Studies in China
and Indonesia suggest these self-help efforts contribute to lower birth
rates and to reduced maternal and infant mortality."
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. "Sweden now requires tvi7o outof five new
doctors, to emphasize primary care:"

The simple nature of many health care needs and the environmental
sources of much illness argue forcefully that self-care and preventive
health care have important roles to play in responding,:to basic health
problems. Yet many health problems need some basic medical treat-
meht that is often unavailable. For example, rural Americans are
twice as likely to have never had a physical examination as city resi-
dents, and thus the symptoms of serious illness can go undetected. In
a dozen Latin American countries surveyed by the Pan American
Health Organization,. pediatrics and public healththe metical spe-
cialities most neededranked lowest in popularity among physi-
cians."

-
Dissatisfaction with the negleptof such basic medical care has led to
addecentralization of services to reach those in the front lines of ill-
nessin the workplace, in poor neighborhoods,- and in ruraraieas.
General practitioners, who provide primary, care, often live in the
same neighborhood as their patients. The 25-year decline in their
number in the United States has meant the growing separation of the
medical system from people's basic health,care needs. In the hope of
reversing'such trends, U.S. medical schools recently began to train
more general .ptac*ioners. Sweden, with the same lack, of medical
profesSionals specializing in common health problems., now requires
two out of five new doctors to emphasize primary care.64

To better reach tte urban poor with primary health care, the U.S.
Government initiated a series of Neighborhood Health Centers in
1965. The more than 150 centers treat over one-and-one-half mil-
lion patients each year, mostly children 5 to 14 years old-and women
of childbearing age. Although doctors ,and nurses are in attendance,
most workers are local residents with minimal medical' training. They
often conduct community-wide education and testing programs,
screening patients for sickle-cell anemia or lead poisoning. Evidence
indicates that the programs have had some success. A survey in
Rochester, New York compared children who attended a Neighbor-
hood Health Center with other children in the area. Those who re-
ceived regular care locally entered the hospital less frequently and
stayed a shorter period of time when tliey were admitted. Other sur-
veys show that after the-opening of these health centers, infant death
rates in a number of cities dropped by one-third to two-thirds."'

*I.
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Many rural communities, even in doctor-rich countri like the
United States, lack physicians trained in basic health care and are
toq small to support local clinics To improve medical care in the
countryside, the U.S Government established in 1971 a National
Health Service Corps, paying government stipends to students in De-
turn for two to four years service upon graduation. The communities

here these medical personnel are placed also do a great deal to sup-
rt themoften paying for their office space and for a nurse or sec-

retary To place a doctor in a small town for on l.? a few years costs
between $100,000 and $200,000. The number or doctors, dentists,
and nurse practitioners involved.total less than 1,000 after a seven-
year effort Compared with theneed and the efforts decentralize
medical services in other countries, this approach has limited value""

Medical auxiliaries, who can perform basic medical procedures, are a
better means of rn4knig health care both more accessible and more
efficient There are a growing number of such physician's assistants
in the United States, where 48 states now licen4 doctor's helpers
They ake blood samples, give immunizations, and stitch up-wounds
all ings that can be saFely and more cheaply done by, traiped non-
phy cans Midwifery also seems to be returning as an accepted pro-
f ion in the United States. Unfortunately, there has been no move-
ment in' the United 'States, Earope, japan toward developing a
cadre of the most important medic liaries door-to-door .health
workers with the skills to treat bas nesses and the interest in
mobilizing individuals and communities i preventive health efforts

The reemphasis of basic health care in the industrial world extends
beyond the training and relocation of medical pr9fessionals. With the
U S. Public Health Serve estimating that 390;600 workers contract
an Occupational clkseasewitich year, unions..-havebegun to assume re-
sponsibility for the heals F of their members The United Auto Work-
ers negotiated in their 1973 contract for 'the industry to employ one
worker full-time at each plaht to monitor safety and pollution Be-
cause so little is known about the health impact of chemicali in the
workplace, the United Rubber Workers of America arranged in 1971
for the Schools of Public Health at Harvatd University and at the
University of North Carolina to compile in-depth health profileS of
70,600 of its members This data bank has already turned up evi-
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"MediCar auxiliaries are a better means of
making health care both more accessible,

and more efficient."

dencex4 incre sed incidence of leukemia and other cancers. The Oil,escrft
Chemical, and Atomic Workers International Union now sends 'med-
ical .interns . residents into union flans to take, health histories
and to ruyes I orker;."

Occupation-related health care for workers hai received even greater
attention'inAurope In Sweden, study circles do health and' safety
education have been held in the workplace cturing working hours
since 1974 under an agreement between industry and uniorts. Some
industries have developed original methods of delivering health care
services Swedish construction firms provide medical care at bu,ilding
sites via mobile home treatment units. In a variety of settings, work-
ers' health problems are beVig dealt with not only in hospitals years
after they begin, but also in the workplace through prima'ry and pre-
ventive care."

While emphasis on primary health care it a new and growing concern
in the industrial world, the volume of unmet basic medical needs in
the Third World has long argued for such an approach. Long-
standing ties to Western medicine have impeded,a shift in this direc-
tion. Only in 'the last decade have governments and international
agencies begun to encourage decentralized delivery of services. ,

China's barefoot doctors are undoubtedly the best known example of
primary care aimed at and' involving local communities. They ac-
quired their piCturesque name because around Shanghai, where the
movement began, they -often were agricultural workeri who went
barefoot in the rice paddies Their equivalents in factories-and urban
neighborhoods are called worker doctors. Estimates put ,their coin-
bined numbers in 1976 at over 1-3 million.-They are-The first line of
medical defense in China. They are not full-time medical assistants;
bUt part-time workers trained to diagnose and treat common diseases
without assistance. Barefoot and worker doctors are urged to make
serious attempts to solve all health problems themselves before refer-
ring thi-rrt to hospitals and cliDics. They use both traditional and
Western meatcal techniques, Broadening the curative powers avail-
able to the local community. Their duties include the running of vil-
lage health centers and the dissemination of birth control informa-tion."
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Barefoot doctors are really_sommunity health workers, and their ef-
forts are judged equally for their curative and preventive work. They
coordinate mass public health campaigns that have political support

38 at the highest level. Typical of these hai been the effort to eradicate
schistosomiasis, a snail-borne parasitic' disease that afflicted more
than ten million Chinese in 1955. In a series of public campaigns,
lasting anywhere from one day to several weeks depending on the
season, peasants have spent literally millions of hours killing the
snails that carry schistosomiasis, cleaning up irriga n canals and
water sources, and recycling human waste so that t parasite will
not return."

Although China is a poor country by any traditional economic yard-
stick, life expectancy approaches that of wealthy industrial societies.
Reports also indicate that, at least in urban areas, 95 to 100 per-
cent of children are immunized against such diseases as measles,

_,-diphtheria, and polio. This enviable record suggests that an emphasis
on primary and preventive care pays handsome health dividends.74

.
A key to the success of the barefoot doctors is that they are chosen-
by their fellow peasants. They are trained during' the agricultural
slack season, never leave their vikeges for any extended period of
time, and continue in their non-meBical jobs. They do not view them-
selves as professionals and thus do not lose contact twith thtir
patients. In this way, it is ho they can better understand their
neighbors' medical complaints. Health care is not a separate discipline
in China. It is woven info the existing social and economic fabric at
the grassroots level. This participatory approach to health services
could be a model for the world.

Nowhere is there a health care system comparable to China's. For-
tunately, some nations have similar combinations of government .
commitment and Wel involvement in bringing better medical cart to
a btoad spectrum of people2Tanzania's efforts are representative of
what an extremely poor country can accomplish. As in m evelop-
ing, nations) life- expectancy is low and the infant mortldy rate is
high. Nine out of ten people live in.rural areas and suffer the litany
of diseasesmeasles, pneumonia, gastroenteritisthat usually kill
only the poor. Rural primary health care is of paramount importance.
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As part of a bootstrap development effort, -the Tanzanian GOvern-
ment established a number of Ujamaa communal villages, each with
health post or dispensary. This initial link in the health care Chain
treats minor ailments and gives first-aid care for more serious" ill- 39
nesses. More importantly, the posts provide a core around which'
preventive health care campaigns can. be organized to clean up sew-
age or to rid the community of` house flies These posts ace staffed by
medical helpers:selected and supported by their fellow villagers, who
receive an intensive six-month course in primary care. While Tan-
zania is a long way from having adequate health care, its initial ef-
forts to decentralize health care planning and delivery point the way
Tor other developing countries."

A similar effort, with some measured results; was launched in Cuba
in the early sixties The number of rural health clinics and hospitals
has increased dramatically since then. Many neighborhoods now
have health workers with only minimal traininglocal students,
housewives, or retired womenwho' check hygiene, diet, and minor
illnesses of children and pregnant women. The results arelencourag-
ing. Maternal and infant mortality has decreased, deaths from gastro-
enteritis, tuberculosis, and measles fell by newly 80 percent between
1962 and 1973. While-the 'overall economic and social development

dr of Cuba during this period. certainly accounts for some of this im-
provement, neighborhood health care has played an important role."

New initia to bring better medicine tcrmore people, backing up
and complem 'ng /renewed emphasis on self-care, can mean major
improvements in overall health. The role of individuals in this effort
is a controversial one. Smokers and the obese often claim the right to
die in their own fashion Others-believe that changing habits or im .
proving the environment is irrelevant because everyone has to die of
something. Such rationalizations, however, beg the question: the
economic and social costs of Individual poor health are'borne by the
entire society.

'OW

Other observers, however, argue that because the sources of illness
and disease are frequently beyond immediate personal control, sug-
gestions of individual responsibility for health really blame the victim.
To be sure, self-care and collective efforts to change perspnal behav-
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.ior and to institute public policies promoting health can be frus-
trated by powerful interests, like the tobacco or chemical industries,
th4t give a low priority to the health problems caused by their pro-
ducts. Ensuring `a healthier environment and better access to4nedi-
cal care will require the redistribution of power and resources within
society. This difficult process can begin through pePple changing
life-styles and involving themselves in self-care and preventive health
campaigns. Such efforts can provide immediate health results and,
when linked to broader social goals, can also teach participants a-bow
the economic and political obstacles to better health.* ,

The growing interest in the decentralization of medical services and
the involvement of individuals as active participants in _health care
are logical response's to the unmet demand for health services, rising
medical costs,, and the new understanding of the sources of disease.
While even the best primary, preventive, and self-health care cannot
ensure that every child will live to the ripe old age of Methuselah, in-
creasing the individual's and the community's roles in health care
brings the goal of longer and healthier lives- for many people within'
huma'nity:s grasp.

e Consumer As Energy Producer

Self- liance has become the touchstone of national andlocal energy
polio Energy consumers, whether countries or individuils, are as-
sessing hey an best become producers of more of the energy
they need. The mpst effective way fo increase national and persopl
energy self-reliance is through conservation measures and the use of
solar energyfrom sunlight, wind, water, and green plants. Th
lofig-neglected energy sources are sustainable, efficient, socially man
,agiable, and available ikt the local leVel. Their use normally depend
on small-scale technologies that involve the energy consumer directly
Local energy self-reliance can make individuals and communitiesies
vulnerable to energy price rises and supply shortages anc1...?n beto e

the basis of greater national energy independence.
I

The last quart% of this century marks the end of energynergy eratovith
'world petroleum production expected to peak in the nineties. Eco-
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"Long-neglected energy sources are
puitainable, efficient, social", manageable,

and available at the local level."

.4

nomic development fueled by -olkeecom
both industrial and agrarian societies
dente 6-11 oil imports and growing a

e flittire of coal is limited, despite vast

a questionable benefit in
it brings with it depen-
of payments problems. JAI

maining reserves, because
it es the air when it is burned and ruins the tend when it is
mined. F some time, ft was expected that nuclear power would. re- ., .

Mate- petroleum as the woirld s major source of erne . During the
seventies, hacwtver,- rising, costs of commercial reactor doub,ts about .

nuclear waste disposal and uranium availability, a rowing public
tipposition to plant siting have shown that expecta s for nucleare
power are pipe dreams.

. Dependence on nonrenewable energy resources and energy imports
4a ade both rich and poOr societies vulnerable to price fluctuations
ate; supply interruptions. Anothei problem has alio. emerged
dependence on a centralized,. national energy system. In 1976, fdr ex-'
ample,_ the U.S. Federal Power Commission. reported 35 major power
failures and thousands of. minor one affecting millions' of people.
While aft energy systems are subject. to failure-t-whethei through
sabotage or acts of naturecentralizee'sources are particqlarly
nerable."

Large-scale electrical generating facilities and the movem t of oil or
natural' gas between global and national regions also concentrate pck
litical and economic poiver. In the-winter of 1977, many, factories in
the American Northeast. and Midwest, closed temporarily, throwing
tholsands out of work,Thecipse the national Market for heating fuel
favored industrial consumers 411 fuel-produ g states.- Without in-
digenous power sources, local co 'ti ave few energy bptions,,
Their lack of control over thisdpfluen on. the local, economy can
translate into increased inflation and,unemployment,. a lack Of
dynamism- in the local business and social teommtunity. The major.
electricity grids and regional energy, interdependecies emerged because
They wetebaupposeelly more efficient and efftttive. While" this has,
generally been the case, the social and eednollit costs of these central-
ized energy systems were npt anticipated.,

..

The problems of the current major tnergysourcespetroleum,.coal,
nuclear powerand of centralized facilities have led people to reas-
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seffrhe t effectiVe ways to meet energy need's. The most abun.:
'dant, 44 , and' most efficient sources of energy are waste energy'

41 and solar power Ats various f s. Some of the most- startling say--
ings through conservation w realized in advanced industrial ,
sociades and some of the p est ' an mpst elegant applications bf '

groomenergy
will be seen in rural T World 'settings. Yet, there is

Froom -for conservation measures in d loping nations, where tall,
tiorial cooking methods can often be supplanted by .more efficient .

stoves. Similarly, renewable energy resources .can meet many of the
indus/ril,

.
ai iJapan.

industrial and home energy needs in North Amstrica, Eerdpe, `an
. .

A" unit of 'energy saved ig usually more valuable, than one Obduced.
National governments anti" international' agencies can .encourage en-
ergy saying, .but most conservation must take place at local end
individual- levels:Taxes on fyel and levies- on automobile size are.use-
NI tools for steering citizens into desired consumption patterns. Ex-
perience "has unfortunately alow",howeyer, that until a conservation,
ethic is widespread and people find, energy saving inidieiriown inter=
est, energy profligate behavior will continue despite, marginal in-
creases in cost and inconvenience. '-,- . . . .

} if '
he amotiat of energy conservation /possible in all societies. has only,
egun to be measured. The'United States wastes fully .half the energy - I

It consumes. Much of it it spent foolishly on a poorly designed trans,.
portation system -,on cars that weigh too much, engines that get poor
_mileage, and freight that goes, by truck when it aould go more effici-
ently.br rail: Additibnal energy ig wasted on- housing. "Hilding"de- `.
sighs are.more often. shaped by the architect's whim that by' external S

climatic realities. Simple conservation measurers are often overlooked:
Mori than four out of five homes surveyed in one Washington, D.C.
lowLincome neighborficiod had no storm windows, and more. than
Nit had no ceiling insulation. All this -excess U.S. consumpiiOn t ur-
pasfes the' amount of commercial energy used by two- thirds of :

. hu anity. Even it it was affotdable, such abuse of nonrenewable*
resources is loconscionable."

:
.

" , ''','en

A Whtle, energy waste iki in developing countries, savings can
still je made. Many MI es cook over open fires or on inefficient

r, 42 : . .; ;,
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staves, where much of the heat ig lost. Arjun Makhijani, an Indian
energy analyst, has .estimated, that nearly twice as much is
Used' for such cooking in the Third World as is normally iis by
American stoves and overts.79

&great deal of energy ca,n be.conserved if govgrnment policy, indus-
try practice, and personal habits are all geared to using energy ef-
ficiently. The Gerenans,'ethe; Swiss, and the SwedeS use only one-half
to two-thirds as-much energy as Americans and yet enjoy comparable
life-styles., West - German homes are smaller' than American ones,
and homeowners often leave bedrooms unheated to conserve energy.
Ini'some areas of Sweden, surplus heat from electti production
and indus processes- is captured an'td converted to steam to warm
neighborhoo homes. *Swedes also insulate their homes better than

:A
Americans do, resulting- in an average /teat loss eskated to be half
thit in the United States. These are current energyTivings. They re-
flect higher energy prices, some government incentives, and, above
all; an individual and, community concern for efficient energy use
that is sadly laCkirig in much of industrial world." ,

.
N.

'Yet there are some signs of change in the. United States. By 1977,
largely through individual initiatives,'more thin /30 percent of Ameri-
can homes had some amount of insulation, compared with 62 percent

Ahly twa years 'earlier: A number of cities have instituted cooper-
ative insulation programs' to make iIie-,hcimelk of the poor and the el-
derly more energy-efficient. There are 'prdposils to make private
4nd public capital available at cliscou,nt rates so thatindividuals will

, insulate their homes themselves. There is renewed interest in the tra-.
'diticinal regional architecture that takes advantage of the natural in-
sulation 'properties of local building'materials and that Sites }rouges
to capture solar energy for, heating and cooling. Em cars are be-_

,coming more popular, although American preference are not yet the
most energy-conscious. In fact, the recent failure`to conserve energy
in private transportation underscores the reality that individual colt.
terivation, initiatives alone will not suffice to overcome the problems

j of an energy-shOrt world."
N.

, .

, Energy' conservation efforts can only succeed when they are backed
by political leadership. The city government of Davis; California

4a.
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has encouraged local energy conservati n since 1968through
changing building codes, guying more buses, building bicycle paths,
and supporting recycling. 'Few national governments, however, have
given energy conservation the high priority it deserves. One that has,
Sweden, spent nearly $1. billion in grants .and loans between 1974.
and 1977 to encourage more efficient energy-'use by individuals, in-
dustries, and muriaripalities. The equivalent U.S. expenditure, adjust-
ed for population size, would be $27 billiqn. Certainly a large sum,
but the alternative is an even greater investment in developing new.
energy supplies."

Solar power, like conservation, is well-suitec.to community and in-
dividual control. It is abundantmore sunlight reaches. the faith each

than humanity uses commercially from all other 'sources in a
year. More importantly, the technologies to tise this, resource are
available today."

Solar technology is diverse and flexible, enabling its tiers to to tater
energy supplies efficiently and to match their availability with local
needs. It capitalizes on poor countries' most abundant Vsouncts
sunlight pc1 green plants. Solar devices can ofteri be fashion from
local materials: a few barrels filled with water on a roof maken,n, 6,,

quate solar heater in warm Sunny climai'es: Solar water and spaces
heaters and many windmills biing out the best qualities of iligenicSus

tie?
tinkerers, who can adapt them to individual needs.

These. natural and technological advantages suggestitgreater 1101.- ---

involvement in harnessing solar energy than as beeffpostibte vAth
any other energy source. For reasons of cbnomici, the current oil-
based, centralized energy economy almostademapcis ksterpartici-
pation through advertising and mildly ciRrcive rite struitures. For
reasons of safety, a ,nuclear energy ecohon,r.thuit be even more
authoritarian, with police-state security Jo protett fuel anclouclear
wastes. But in a solar-based society, most social controls could melt .

away. Such "power to the people" is not, jnst a play on words, for
consume: energy production. involves a tra4fer of !nth tecitnical arid'
political power. As each family and community gaJritsome adiled
measure of control over a previously comple/c.and arcane aspect of
their lives, they acquire knowledge and self-assurance, that can help
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"All the homes in New Hampshire could
be outfitted with solar water heaters for

the price of one nuclear reactor.

0

thellir4hage other social and economic problems. The potential for
even greater dependence on renewable energy resources at the local
level portends important political and social changes.

The simplest use of solar power is heating with direct sunlight.
Through simple design changes, individual builders can adapt homes
to local climatic conditions and available hu-ildingaiiterials, savi%
homeowners up to 50 percent on heating bills. Active solar heel*
systems, which trap ithe sunlight's heat in water 'or stone and store it
for use, are being el"mployed in diverse localities. The town of Mejan--
nes-le-Glap in France has announced plan* to, obtain most of its heat

-from the sunftaudi Arabia plans- to use the sun to heat and cool a
large residen al section of the new town of Jubail. The Solar _Energy
Industries Association estimated there were 183 solai-heated homes
in the United Stites 41075 and '5;000 of them by the end of 1977.M

Solar-water heating is now widespread in some countries. More than
'two million Japanese and 30,000 Australian families rely on solar
water heaters. Two hundred thousand Israeli householdsa fifth of
the country's totaluse solar-heated water to bathe or to wash their
dishes. No oil embargo, soaring fuel bills, or depletion of Oil reserves
will interrupt theiesupply of hot water The best place to use
sun's free energy to heat water often on individual rooftops. isis an affordable project. A4Pie homes in New Hampshi , for
example, could be outfitted with solar water heaters for the price of
one nuclear reactor.ss

' ". There are many energy needs, however, that requiye electricity. for;
tunately, solar (or photovoltaic) cellswhich directly conyert the
sun's rays into electricitycan meet much osirwthis demand at the local
level, eliminating the need to inmase the number of centralized elec-
tricity generating plants. Manufacturing costs for solar cells, long a
drawback to their use, are dropping dramatically.'The U.S. Depart-
ment of Eryirgy now exposits price reductions before the end of the- century to ffake solar cells economically competitive with other forms
of electrical generation for the homeowner.%

Solar cells are Modular by nature and little is to be gained by group-
ing them at a sirigle collection site. The technology is most sensibly

4,5
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appliid in a decentraliEed fithionon individual rooftops or in small
neighborhood collection units 'to minimize transmission and storage
problems. Used in this manner, solar technology an enable individ-
ual consumers to break the monopoly over electrical power held by
the public and private utilities-

.
Falling water is another solar entrgy source that can generate elec-
tricity. While. engineers' have long focused on large hydroelectric
plants, much small-scale hydropower has yet to be eicisloited along
streams and irriggtionslitches. Small plants are more efficient and less.
environmentally disruptive than largenlydropower facilities. About
37 percent of China's electricity co from water power; esti-
mates suggest ,as much as one-fifth of this . comes from small
plants. According to some observers, there were 15,000 small hydro-
power stations in operation in China in 1908 and over 60,000 by
1975. Such plants are built almost entirely with local resources. Even
the electrical generating 'equipment is sometimes made locally, with
many communes producing their own turbines and geneptors, While
the amountof power generated ineach location is oftensmall, some-
times the result of water falling Only a few feet, it can provide elec-
tricity to run light industry close to the plant. This local production
and use of hydropower is an efficient, economical process that is
socially consistent with the Chfnese system of local responsibility for
the solution of many problems, part of their national push for self-
reliance.67

.

Other parts of world are only now beginning to realize the poten-
tial contribution of sMall-scale hydropower. A recent U.S. survey

,conducted by the Ar,m,y Corps of Engineers identified 'nearly 50,000.
potential hydropower sites, small dams built for agricultural or flood
control purposes. The power these dams could generate would jw-
ceed that currently produced by U.S. nuclear plants. The environ-
mental and economic costs of 'fitting them with generators would be
low compared with the price 'of new dams. Such small dams could_
diversify the supply of energy, making the centralized systems' they
feed into less4ulnerable. Finally, in planning new hydropower devel-
opment, the political and economic dominance of a community by a
hydropower utility, ar happened with the U.S. Tennessee Valley
Authority, could be avoided by using small-scale facilities."
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The time-tested windmill has been resuscitated as a useful way to tap
solar power. While large wiamills have been experimented with, they
have experienced severe m^anical problems and have proven quite,
costly. Small mills, on the other hand, are more efficient and can
operate in low winds. They are technically simple and relativeiy4inex-
pensive. They lend themselves to local control n be adapted to
such immediate energy needs as grinding flouraltamning irrigation
pumps.

Local communities, like the Gelebs in rural Ethiopia, are turning to
wind power Because of limited rainfall, the Gelebs scratched out a
meager existence for generations, subsisting on 'the food produced
curing one short growing season. With the help of American mis-
sionaries, who introduced windmills of a design long used in Crete,
the Gelebs have begun to pump underground water for irrigation.
The windmillsvare cheaper to build than more technically advanced

?'models from'developed countries and they pump twice as much water
in the same wind. Their use means the Gelebs have year-round culti-
vation and a better chance of avoiding future food shortages.o

While the Geld* use windmills to generate power that could -not
easily be obtained in dither ways, a group of ambitious renovators in
New York's4sover East Side are using a windmill on the roof of their
tenement to lower their fuel bills and to symbolize their energy inde-'
pacdencp. Their small windmill generates only two kilowatts of
power barely enough to light the halls arid the easement anct to
pump water,through solar panel's on -`the roof. But during a 1977
blackout,the tenement's lights shone like lonely beacons, advertising
the only wind-generated power in New York City. When the wind-
mill generates more electricity than the occupants need, the surplus
is fed into the city's electric rid.

ed pro-
duction

principle that decentralid.
The amount is small, but reversing

the meter establishes the i
duction ,is able not, only to meet individual energy,need4 but to
produce some energy for the community as well. For years, some in-
dustries have been selling their excess power to utilities in their area.
Now, individual'homeowners who generate electricity may be able to
do the same thing .4o
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Solar power that is captured and stored in green plants is a renewable
source of energy that is also well-suited to local control. To better
manage dwindling firewood supplies, some communities in the Third
World are organizitg and protecting local woodlots and starting tree
plantations. Fast-growing trees, to be grown along, roadways or in
small private plots, are being developed, these offer e ouraging op-
portunities for individuals and neighborhoods to bui a sustainable
firewood supply. In many South Korean villages, Forestry As-
sociations have been formed to plant and maintain woodlots and to
organize the cutting and sale of wood. While the associationsreceive
some government financial and technical assistance, the vrilagei run
the program and b!nefit from the woodlots. By 1977, some two mil-
lion acres of trees had been planted by these local grouwa.91

Such initiatives are not limited to tilieb Third World. Half the houses
in.Vermont now use woh3d for at least some of their heating. Finland
and Sweden get 14 and-7 percent of their respective energy }midgets
from wood, mostly from pulp and raper industry waste. The U.S.
Department of Energy estimates that properly managed forest har-
V'esting could provide New England with a sustainable source of
energy equivalent to the output of several nuclear plants or to mil-
lions of barrels of imported l Firewood, the most traditional of
fuels, has a glowing future as fan individual and)tocal energy source
that can help some nations become more energy selfereliant.92

When organic matter decayg in the absence of oxygen, it generates
methane gas. Controlled fennelitation of both plant and animal waste
in biogas plants can produce methane suitable as a replacement for
natural gas. The plants take waste of negligible value and turn it into
usable energy and a high quality fertilizer. The first attempt to intro-
duce widespread use of biogas was in India in the forties. The gobar
gas projectnamed for the Hindi word for Tow dunghas been slow
to ger off the ground. By 1976, less than 25,000 small plants were in
operation. By contrast, biogas plant are widely used in the villages
of China. In May 1977, the New China News Agency reported 4.3
million working units, many of them communal plants producing
enough,gas to meet the needs of up to 50 people. Recent reports
indicate that 17 million peasants use biogas for cooking, heating,
and lighting in Szechwan Province alone."
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"Solar technologies' cannot change ffne
inequitous social structures that en

block individual and community efforts
to solve problems."

r

The Chinese bipgas system demonstrates the advantages of biogas
plants in low-income rural areas where there is a willingness to use
local labor and materials to produce energy. Several families working
together can provide themselves with gas and fertilizer from their
own wastes Where communities have a tradition of working together
to solve problems, biogas plants can be an agent of hp! develop-
ment. The lack of such a tradition in India may accourtt for the slow-
er adoption of bipgas plants there. In many cases the Indian plants
benefit the elites who have always controlled the locik society. With-
out equal access to the plant and animal wastes fed into the biogas
plants, the poor cannot benefit equitably (rob the energy produced.
As with other solar technologies, biogas plants offer only a means to

,self-help and community betterment They cannot, in and of them-
selves, likange the. repressive and inequitous social structures that
often block individual and community efforts to solve problems.

Green plants can also be grown specifically as -energy crops" to fuj-
ther national energy independence. In late 1975, Brazil launched an
ambitious program to reduce the country's dependence on imported
petroleum through the distillation of cassava- and sugar cane intoakohol fciir automobile use. By mid-1977, 'service stations in SaoPaulo and Rio de Janeiro were selling .--a mixture of.gasoline and al-
cohol Greater production of cassava and sugar cane will be required
to meet tire national goal of replacing 20 percent of gaiolifie with
alcoholeby 198L The government has yet to decide .whet tofayjor
intensive cultivation of jhese crops on plantations or on small land-
holdings Support fat small farm production -would ensure that
many of 'the economic benefits of increased national energy self-
reliame are equitably distributed' .
While mast solar technologies are basically simple and already in wide
use tottay,- energy transitions take time. Some solar applications arenovel and people everywhere are rightly sq6Picious of new- technolo-
gies until, they have mastered them. Ado ion erf, solar 'technologies
may be slow because the consumer only indirectly experiences the
vulnerability of dependence on . nonrenewable energy resourcesthrough price rises and periodic shortages. The initial capital costs
and maintenance problems of soil!' technologies affect the individual
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consumer directly and may dull his or her enthusiasm despite the
long -term advantages of solar power.

50 The potential for widespread use of all forms of solar energy is re-
flected in the growing public dissatisfaction with traditional, highly
centralized energy production. Citizen protest movements have vir-
tually .halted nuclear power plant construction in Germany. Public
opposition to plant sitings has delayed the construction of nuclear
and oil-fired plants in anumber of U.S. localities. Through "Lifeline"
campaigns, consumer groups have attempted to force utility compan-
ies to charge individuals lower rates for the energy used to meet basic
needs. In such activities, citizen groups have begun to question who
should determine energy, policy and how energy shouldbe produced
and distributed.

. 4
As citizens insist on more of a say in shaping energy p4ai , gqvern-
merits will have an opportunity to help individuals rriR4 more of
their own energy needs. By -Funding research on a variety of solar
technologies to give consumers numerous options, by facilitating act
cess to the .capital needed locally to get' the solar" transition started,
and by giving political support to conservation initiatives, govern-
menti can go a.long way toward marshalling the human energy
needs...to tap these renewable energy sources.

Such efforts will transfer new political end economic power to indi-
villuals and their communities. As the consumer becomes an energy
producer, the energy portion of family expenditures, which in recent
years has been on an inflationary spiral, could begin to stabilize. As
communities become more energy :self-reliant, their economies will
be less suirceptible to disruptions caused by fuel shortages and rising
prices. This energy independence will translate into the political
power that comes from individually and. collectively meeting a basic
human need. With local energy self-reliance as its primary building
block, national energy self-relianceproviding some relief from the
debts and vulnerability associated with energy importswill become
a possibility.

Most future energy needs can be best met by capturing waste energy
and by harnessing locally the numerous forms of solar power. Be-
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"If people are often best at solving their
own problems, why 'do these problems

still exist?"

wir

cause tapping bOth these energy sources requires the continual par-
ticipation of individual consumers, the transition to focally con-
trolled, highly`tifferentiated energy sources will unalterably remold
society. As in possibly no other area of human endeavor, today's lo-
cal responses to the global energy problem will profoundly affect the
social and political structure for years to come.

t.
Conclusion-

The growing evidence of the success of local efforts in meeting
human-needs raisesieveral questions. If people are often best at solv-
im,their own prbblems,. yvhy do these problems still exist? If the poor
afe -best at building their own housing; why are housing conditions
still so unacceptable? Why do the problems facing both the rich and

-the poor seem to be growing ever larger and more unmanageable?
Doesn't the recent interest in local problem solving only suggest that
when all else fails,people are thrown back on their own resources
anrEthey muddle througkmuch as they always have?

The answers to these questions lie in thl nature, of human beings,
the ability of people to work'together, and the ultimate tractability of
their problems. The historical landscape is dotted with the ruins 9f
grand social experiments, based on naive and simplistic assumPtions
about the innate good .qualities of men. and omen. People are con-siderablysiderably more capable and responsible than ternilistic stereotypes
would suggest, but they are also less virtuou and wise than many
would like to assume. For this reason, isolated self-help efforts, with-
out the support of the communipA, have failed in the past. Individuals
often narrowly define their own interests and fail to recognize that

.the roots of Meir problems lie witttin socity at large. Political and
economic power structures attempt to keeppeople from working to-
gether. Unless Urdividuals affected by major problems can joinwith
others in mutual self-help, basic human needs may'go unmet.

Yet human and social .foibles are not only reasons That current
global problems are so 'difficult to e. The quantity and quality of
food, housing, energy, and health eeds are historical) y unique. Un-
precedentea resource scarcities, po growth, and deteriorating
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biological systems have ned the scope of humanity's most
pressing problems and the Atpriate responses to them.

.
During the pist decade, there his been 'a- growing awareness of the
global nature of many commonly shared problems. Neither rich and
poor countries nor the rich and poor within countrieshave avoided
housing shortages and poor- health care. Rising food and energy
prices in one nation have often been' the result of actions taken half-.
way around the world This growing interdependence led to,increas-
ing interest irt transnational problem solving Ever higher levels of
national and international authority haye been created to solve prob-
lems once handled exclusively at the local level. When efforts to meet
human needs have been stymied in communities, responsibility for
the task has often passed to the next higher level of authorityin the
hope that there would be a better chance of success. The commonality
of problems and their international character led to the fallacious as-
sumption that problems can be solved removed from those most af-
fected by them.

A World Bank study in August 1977 unwittingly highlighted the dif-
ficulties in any international effort to meet basic human -needs. The
estimated price tag fOr Solving hUallhity's most pressing. problems
was staggering, despite an assumption of considerable local partici-
pation in all efforts. The average annual cost of upgrading services to
meet food, water, housing, health, and education needs between 1980
and 2000 was projected to be at least S47.1 billion. These figures are
for national and International expenditures, but only in developing
countries. A true global cost figure, considering energy problems and
the unmet human needs in industrial countries, would 'be much
higher.93

4

World Bank analysts concluded that Third World governments. will
never be able to raise this capital themselves and that the success of
efforts to solve these problems depends upon large financial transfers
from rich to poor nations. The international community will not play
this role In 1975, total public and private official develoisment assis-
tance through bilateral and multilateral channels totaled $18.4 bil-
lion, not even enough to meet yearly basic housing needs according
to the Bank estimate. The political will does not exist to.solve paob-
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lems through a large transfer of resources. Any development strategy
based on the assumption that the rich will more than joulalt their

,foreign aid is doomed to failure.%

This does not mean that foreign aid sliould be abandoned. But .if the
resources to fully meet basic needs are not forthcoming from na-
tional and international sources, then they must =e.eflom com-
munities and individuals. While ready capital is sc t this level,
there is a reserve of labor and ingenuity that money Cannot buy.
Mobilization of local resources and the participation of those, most
affected by problems can go a long way toward alleviating the' bur-
dens of poverty.

Greater local responsibility f blem solving suggests a new facil-
itating role for international agencies and national governments.

--;!Public policy should-respond to the expressed-needs of,the eornmu-
notions of what communities

e people faced with a Lange of
nay rather than impose 'precon
and individual's should want.
problems can decide hich ones ave priority.'National governments
and international ag les should involve themselves in projects with
high levels of local participation because these programs are most
likely to reflect the real concerns of the poor.

41

To the extent possible, government funding Would be channeled
through organizations that truly have their roots in the local com-
munity. Nonrepresentative governmental_ bodies should be bypassed
in favor of cooperativo and other participatory organizations. The
Inter-American Foundition is an excellent example of this practice.

' Between 1971 and 1976, the Foundation disbursed -$40 million of
AID funds to citizens' groups in Latin America. None of these grants
and loans went to foreign governments; the Funds went directly to
poor people who wished to help themselves. By-the stariclard criteria
set up to measure foreign aid, the Inter-American Foundation's pro-
earns are a'ructess. In a- number of projects, agrictiltural productivity
has increased, houses have been built, and local level development
has occurred. Loan repaymeilt rates are. as good as or better then
those in other foreign aid progra More importantly, ale Founda-
tion funds -social processes. throulwhich individuals and commun-
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illes..,not only sidye their problems but also gain skills and a confi-
dence that will benelittherft long after specific development projects
have ended."

Beyond providing money, central autholty caelead, die way toward
greater local responsibility for problem solving by not attempting to
do things irythviduals and communities call best do for themselves.
In the United States, individuals may live longer, hut-thin' lives by
changing their eating habits and getting more exercise-, rather thago.increasing

government funding of medical care. In Britain, the pro
lem of high food prices may be managed !rest not by further reliance
on imports, but by new encouragement of small farmers and garden-'
ers-whose production can act as a damper on food price inflation.

At flle-.international level,- governments and-agencies should consult
and share information, yet basic needs can't be met by ponderous
international 'bureaucracies. The World Health Organization (WHCO,
faced with the Monumental task of eradicating smallpox, soon came
to this conclusion. Their smallpox campaign was largely successful,
although spending only $96 million over 12 years, becaust the proms
gram 'relied on individuals and communities to identify and isolate
smallpox carriers. This major health problem was solved at fhe local
level; WHO merely pkwided the technical and financial backup."

. .

the responsibility for problem solving will not under-
Mine theraathority of central governments. Where highly centralized
administrationsin China, Cuba, Indonesia, South Korea, Taiwan,
and Tanziniahave supported and even encouraged local -initiative,
the central government has not lost power and local communities
have gained cohesion and self-reliance. Strong central governments
have established broad social goals while facilitating local initiative
by undeiscoring the importance of private plot agriculture in China,
or by emphasizing community-controlled fkmily planning in Indo-
nesia. Such political support, coordination of activities, and proyision
of limited financing is crucial for the success pf disparate self-help
projects. 'But centralized, paternalistic attempts to help the disad-
vantaged no longer have a place. With appropriate help, individuals
and communities can work out theitown best solutions.
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It -is unlikely that gwen the most prescieft could accurately predict
the nature of these' vario local, soltitions. They, will eme ge througha series ,of problem-solvi experiences with a of different zziss Through this process, min, and women a broader -''understanding of the causes of, their difficulties an squire theatinistrative and organizatibnal -skills to better opi,with, theiri ecliate mid long-term needs Itibpragatatic martner: ``' '. . .,,

Ttk be gore, public Policies that have seemed equally appropriate
'the pelt have foundered, 6s new dilemmas and unforeseen diffi-,4.
cOlties arose. Local respenseflo klobal probleins will certainlx be noexception to this historical experience. Fortunatelyjecally-baselL
participatory efforts are flexible by nature. Pragmatic, pluralistic in-,itiatteih promise to stand the test of lime better- than centralized,

-,cloginatic, sac. ial refo 'Oforts. In a rapidly changing world, the resil-ience of a local problem- solving strategy miy be its, most, important .asset. e
.. .^

'The- recent success of effois at the local level- -gives reason for ca 'Hot* optimism. Individuals and communities have slowly, to
reassert themselves,in solving Their Food, housing, 'health., and energy
problems. In this Participatory process, Koine of ,the'ntost pressing
homan needs are,being met.

K
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